Annette Napier, Terry Denmon of Mojo
Outdoors and cameraman Nate Metcalf
await a flight of teal.

feature “the most interesting man in the
world”? Evidently Dos Equis didn’t scour
the Brazilian countryside, because Alvaro
makes their guy look like a gel-haired dork.
Sophisticated, multi-lingual, humorous
and world-traveled, he’s a businessman
and lobbyist for the Brazilian gun industry, a conservationist, outdoor writer, and
a passionate hunter and fisherman. Of
course it only figures that his lovely wife
would be the world’s best non-professional
chef, but what really made me envious was
the way he steered his Benelli like an Italian
racecar driver. Lucky for my pride, he prefers to call ducks more than shoot them—
unless Terry wanted him to down a few
quickly for the cameras.
This was one of those times, because
Terry wanted one great flurry of teal
shooting to end the day, the episode and
what had been one hell of a week-long
hunt, and so the Brazilian with the duckhunting estancia in Uruguay opened up
on a group of beautiful speckled teal as
they zipped past. Out of the corner of
my eye I saw him receive the shotgun’s
recoil, as if in slow motion, before picking
another bird and attempting to rid it of its
wingmen. Boom, boom, boom!
And then there was Terry Denmon.
Denmon’s probably in his late 60s, but he
hunts ducks like teenagers do thrill rides.
He owns and runs the Mojo decoy company—the spinning-wing decoys that revolutionized duck hunting—and I get the
sense he strongly believes in field-testing
his products again and again for quality
control. All week Terry had been folding
ducks like third-world newspapers and
claiming them faster than the lost baggage counter at United Airlines. Although
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this was my first time sharing a blind with
Denmon, it was obvious he thought we
were old chums by the way he peppered
me with put-downs if a teal didn’t tumble with each shell I cycled. This might
be counter-intuitive to non-hunters, but
I’d remind them that this is the way duck
hunting buddies do each other, and so I felt
like I was at home with him.
Terry was also the star of his own
outdoor TV show, quite literally, and
so he had most of the Mojo Outdoors
cameras trained on him as he began shooting. True to his MO, he began banging away
and then yelled, “Take ’em!” By the time I
started shooting at the massive swarm of
teal, Terry had reloaded and was shooting again. For this, the episode’s proverbial
finale, he wanted as many dead ducks on
the pond as possible—preferably floating
around his Mojo decoys. Meanwhile, teal
were still springing, and so all of us kept
shooting. After all, you don’t go all the
way to Uruguay for a six-bird limit. Boom,
boom, boom, boom, ba-boom, boomboom—we all chimed like it was the Fourth
of July, which it nearly was.
• • •
ndeed, over the last four days we’d shot
ducks Americans simply can’t shoot
at home, both in terms of species and in
numbers. There were beautiful Brazilian
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TAQUARI LODGE

Uruguay’s Taquari Lodge is not ridiculously lavish, but it’s perfect for an
upscale destination duck hunt. The cuisine is second to none I’ve eaten in a
hunting lodge. Most importantly, the
hunting is first class. To book a highvolume duck hunt, visit getducks.com,
and tell Ramsey I sent you.
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